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Pursuing My Ex-Wife Is not Easy chapter 3004-Seeing that Gwen and Stefan had 
offered, Kurt did not think it was polite to refuse anymore, so he nodded and agreed, 
“Alright, then.” 

However, he had one request. ‘Can I stay in the room underneath the stairs?” 

Gwen froze, then turned to glance at the room he was talking about. ‘Why… Why do 
you want to stay there?” 

That room had been converted from a storage space to a bedroom meant for the 
servants. Back when she and Ben got married, Ben had insisted on renovating the room 
novelxo underneath the stairs to become the servant’s bedroom to assert his 
dominance as master of the household. 

At that time, Gwen had disagreed. The servants could have just slept in the guest 
bedroom, and she did not think it was necessary to force them into a cramped bedroom 
just to save face. However, Ben insisted and went ahead with his plan anyway. 

She and Ben had been close for a period of time after their marriage, so she tolerated 
his little quirks. 

However, despite having prepared the room, novelxo Gwen never once arranged for 
any of the servants to sleep there, and eventually, the room became a storage space. 

She never once imagined that someone would specifically want to live there. 

“I like small rooms. It makes me feel safe and cozy.” Kurt was not an idiot. He knew that 
the bedroom was too small and cramped for him, but he did not feel comfortable taking 
up too much space in Gwen and Stefan’s house. 

This was the perfect bedroom to novel.xo remain out of sight and out of mind. 

“Sure,” Stefan replied before Gwen could even say anything. “I’ll help you clean the 
room up after dinner, and you can move in immediately.” 

He was more than familiar with Kurt and knew that if he did not comply with Kurt’s 
request, novëxo Kurt would likely feel uneasy for the rest of his stay. 

Therefore, he would much rather go along with Kurt’s request, no matter how 
outrageous, to ease his concerns. 

“Thank you.” Kurt grinned at Stefan, then began to eat. 



Gwen could not help frowning as she watched this exchange. If she remembered 
correctly, Kurt and Stefan had only met that afternoon after Stefan saved him. 

Why did they appear to be so comfortable with each other within just a few hours of 
meeting? 

Not only that…but novëxo the way they talked to each other reminded her greatly of 
how Luke used to interact with Kurt. 

At the thought of this, she could not help sneaking another glance at Stefan. 

She never once made any associations between Stefan and Luke,novel.xo but ever 
since they returned to Sea City, she could not help feeling that Stefan was growing 
more to resemble Luke. 

Could it be because her return to Sea City had stirred up many of their shared 
memories? 

After finishing their dinner, Stefan and Kurt jumped straight into their task of cleaning out 
the room underneath the stairs. 

After an entire afternoon of chores, Gwen was too exhausted to help and instead 
returned to the master room to get some rest. 

She lay on the bed with her eyes closed, novelxo and she could not help recalling the 
way Stefan talked. 

The more she thought about it, the more resemblances she could find between him and 
Luke. 

Finally, she flipped over, grabbed her phone, and sent Sean, who was still in Saigen 
City, a text. [Have you heard anything from Steven lately?] 

Steven had lost touch with everyone ever since he left Saigen City, but Gwen could not 
help thinking that he would never have done something so cruel. As much as he wanted 
to get away, she was certain that he would still find a way to get in touch with his sister, 
Denise. 

Sean had been taking care of Denise all this while, novelxo and if Steven tried to get in 
touch with her, he would surely know. 

[Nope.] Sean’s reply came. [We haven’t heard anything since he left. Why do you ask? 
Did you find him?] 
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